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**Interviews**
(with Paola Ehrmantraut)

fueron fundados sobre tierras robadas a los nativos americanos y se estableció como nación prospera gracias al trabajo de los esclavos.
https://ar.radiocut.fm/radiostation/nuestra-radio/listen/2020/06/01/10/50/00/

Projects

http://enslaved.org/ (Faculty member Kari Zimmerman is a board member and contributing researcher) – a digital hub of collaborative research on the transatlantic slave trade, its suppression, and the lives of Africans and their descendants in the Atlantic World. Peer-reviewed research datasets are currently being prepared for publication on the site in August. In the meantime, we would encourage students, scholars & general public to check out the website to learn about the historical origins of contemporary race relations across the Americas. The website has research updates & a list of partnering digital-humanities projects that explore the history of the African diaspora (sites include data on enslaved & free blacks, images, maps, etc).